International Partnership Programme (IPP)

Using Satellite Applications to address the Sustainable Development Goals

Asia-Pacific, Africa, Latin America & Caribbean

The UK Space Agency's International Partnership Programme (IPP) will be delivering a series of regional webinars, aimed at promoting our projects' capabilities and outcomes/impacts across climate change, agriculture, humanitarian, maritime, and disaster resilience.

Since launch in 2016, IPP has grant-funded 43 projects in 47 countries across Africa, Asia-Pacific and Latin America, which tackle global development challenges such as climate and disaster resilience, food security, maritime safety, health, and education, whilst facilitating new trade opportunities.

Target audience

- Existing and new international partners, e.g. inter-governmental organisations, industry, academia, development agencies, etc.
- Investors
- UK and international government representatives working in Embassies/High Commissions
- UK cross-government stakeholders

Dates – click on the link to register

**IPP - Asia-Pacific**
- 08:00 BST, Monday 28 June 2021: Asia-Pacific - ‘Managing the World’s Natural Resources Using Satellite Technologies’
- 08:00 BST, Tuesday 29 June 2021: Asia-Pacific - ‘Supporting Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods Using Satellite Applications’
- 08:00 BST, Wednesday 30 June 2021: Asia-Pacific - ‘Space for Human Security and Crisis Management’

**IPP - Africa**
- 10:00 BST, Monday 5 July 2021: Africa ‘Managing the World’s Natural Resources Using Satellite Technologies’
- 10:00 BST, Tuesday 6 July 2021: Africa - ‘Supporting Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods Using Satellite Applications’
- 10:00 BST, Wednesday 7 July 2021: Africa - ‘Space for Human Security and Crisis Management’

**IPP - Latin America & Caribbean**
- 15:00 BST, Monday 12 July 2021: Latin America & Caribbean - ‘Managing the World’s Natural Resources Using Satellite Technologies’
- 15:00 BST, Tuesday 13 July 2021: Latin America & Caribbean : ‘Supporting Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods Using Satellite Applications’
- 15:00 BST, Wednesday 14 July 2021: Latin America & Caribbean - ‘Space for Human Security and Crisis Management’

Contact: Daniel.Tse@ukspaceagency.gov.uk (Senior Programme Engagement Advisor – IPP)
Website: GOV.UK – IPP
Twitter: @spacegovuk
Newsletter: Sign up for the IPP quarterly newsletter